TEXTILES

Board Members in Charge
Sharon Furches and Michael Poynter
Susan Hoferkamp, Louisville, KY - Superintendent
Amount offered by Ky. State Fair............................................. $4,901.00
Amount offered by Donors........................................................ $1,450.00
Total.............................................................................................. $6,351.00
ENTRIES CLOSE: JULY 1

LOCATION - East Hall

ARTICLES ACCEPTED
Saturday, August 10 - 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or
Sunday, August 11 - 12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m.
ARTICLES RELEASED
Monday, August 26, 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

RULES
All exhibitors: Please read the Textiles section carefully to avoid
disqualification. There are changes in the rules and new classes.
See General Rules on pages 191-193.

2.

Exhibitors are limited to one entry in each class.

3.

Unless otherwise specified, any item entered in Textiles must be:
a) Handmade; b) The work of the person in whose name it is
entered; c) Finished within the last three (3) years. Exhibitors
must certify the above by signing the space provided on the entry
form.

4.

Items in this department must be made primarily of Textiles. Only
items entered in a class in the Textiles Department will be accepted
and displayed.

5.

Many quilts are now made by two people: one person may piece the
quilt and another person actually quilts the quilt. Two person or group
quilts can only be entered in those classes that specify two or more
people. Group Quilts, or those made by 2 people, are not permitted
in any other class. Also, we accept items in this department with the
understanding that the work has been done by the entrant, who agrees
to be governed by Fair rules and regulations.

6.

EXHIBITORS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO REMOVE
ARTICLES FROM THIS DEPARTMENT UNTIL MONDAY,
AUGUST 26 AT 9:00 A.M. ANY ARTICLE NOT CLAIMED BY
7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, AUGUST 26, WILL BE DISPOSED
OF BY THE KENTUCKY STATE FAIR.

7.

All exhibits should be clean. Judges may penalize items which are
not clean. Any article not up to standard in the class in which it is
exhibited, can be ruled out by the judge. If an item is disqualified
in a class, it is not eligible for any other award.

8.

An exhibitor winning first prize in a class one year is barred from
exhibiting ONLY THAT ITEM in the Textile Department at any
subsequent State Fair. Exhibitor may enter that class again with a
different item.

9.

If there is more than one article in any exhibit (such as towels, table
mats, etc.) they should be fastened together securely.
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1.

10. The Textile Department will not act as a selling agency. No articles
can be shown in this Department with a “For Sale” tag. Any sales
must be between the owner and the prospective purchaser.
11. No pictures accepted unless properly framed and fixed for
hanging with screw eyes and wire. No sawtooth hangers or easel
back frames allowed.
12. Security is provided 24/7, however, Management will not be
responsible for any loss or damage to any article. Every effort is
made for due care, protection and diligence in the handling of all
entries received in the Textile Department.

Textiles

13. Only Textile Department official workers will be permitted in the
area during judging. The Textile Department would welcome your
help on judging day if you do not have anything entered in the Textile
Department. If you do have an entry, please help on another day
during the fair.
14. Where there is only one exhibitor in a class, the first prize, if merited,
will be awarded. Where there is competition all prizes may be
awarded so far as there are worthy entries. Where articles are not
worthy of first prize, judges may, at their discretion, award a prize
or prizes of such grade as the article deserves. Any article not up to
Standard in the class in which it is exhibited can be ruled out by the
judge.
THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS AND
COMPANIES WHO SPONSORED SPECIAL AWARDS:
AMONG FRIENDS QUILT & SEWING CENTER, Louisville, KY
AUSTIN’S SEWING CENTER, Louisville, KY
BAUBLES BY BEVERLY KAY, Louisville, KY
BREEZY RIDGE RUGS, Raywick, KY
BRUEISENHOFF WINERY/MICHAEL EISENBACK, Louisville, KY
CINDY BRYANT, Louisville, KY
BUSY LADY QUILT SHOP, Mt. Washington, KY
CABIN ARTS, Burlington, KY
CALICO PATCH, Morehead, KY
THE COZY QUILTER, Louisville, KY
SANDY DAVIS, Emeritus Master Clothing Volunteer, Louisville, KY
KATHLEEN DEMUTH, Certified Clothing Volunteer, Louisville, KY
THE FINISHING TOUCH, Louisville, KY
FRIENDS OF THE FAIR, Louisville, KY
FRIENDS-N-STICHES, Louisville, KY
FUTURE FEDERAL RETIREES QUILT GUILD, Charlestown, IN
PAT HAMMONS, Louisville, KY
HEART ‘N HAND QUILTERS, Louisville, KY
HEIMERDINGER CUTLERY COMPANY, Louisville, KY
DIXIE HIBBS, Bardstown, KY
SUSAN HOFERKAMP, Louisville, KY
IHAVEANOTION.COM, Elizabethtown, KY
KENTUCKY COVER LOVERS QUILTING GUILD, Louisville, KY
KENTUCKY HERITAGE QUILT SOCIETY, Lexington, KY
KENTUCKY QUILT COMPANY, Bowling Green, KY
LITTLEDOVE FARM, Fisherville KY
LOG CABIN QUILTERS, Crestwood, KY
LOU TATE FOUNDATION/LITTLE LOOMHOUSE, Louisville, KY
LOUISVILLE ARTISANS GUILD, Louisville, KY
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QUILTS

1.

All quilts must have been completed
within the last three years and must be
clean and in good condition.

2.

Quilts must have a sleeve (hanging sleeve)
on the top back of the quilt large enough
to accommodate a 4” rod. Both the top
and bottom of the sleeve must be sewn on.
Do not use pins. An instructional video
can be found on YouTube, please visit
www.americanquilter.com. See diagram
below:
8 1/2” x width of quilt, hem short sides.
Sew long sides with 1/4” seam.

Fold sides and sew.

Sew lengthwise, wrong sides together.
Press Seam open.

After sewing to quilt, sleeve will
pooch out to allow space for rod.

Hand sew to back-top of quilt.
3.

Quilts without the proper hanging sleeve (no tabs) will not be
judged or displayed.

4.

If necessary, the quilt bottom will be pinned up to prevent it from
touching the floor. The management will not be responsible for any
articles exhibited, but due care and diligence will be given in the
handling of articles.

5.

Please read the classes carefully and enter the quilt in the correct
class for size, intended use and techniques employed. A quilt may be
disqualified if it is entered into the incorrect class.
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LOUISVILLE CHAPTER OFAMERICAN NEEDLEPOINT GUILD, Louisville, KY
LOUISVILLE CHAPTER, EMBROIDERERS’ GUILD OF AMERICA, Louisville, KY
LOUISVILLE NIMBLE THIMBLES QUILT GUILD, Louisville, KY
MOUNT WASHINGTON QUILTING BEES, Mt. Washington, KY
THE NEEDLE ARTS CENTER, Louisville, KY
NEEDLE NEST, Shelbyville, KY
NELSON MAYNARD SEWING MACHINE SERVICE AND REPAIR, Lawrenceburg, KY
JOYCE NORRIS, Floyds Knobs, IN
O’BRYAN’S DAIRY, Mt. Washington, KY
OLDHAM COUNTY SATURDAY QUILTMAKERS, Louisville, KY
OTTER CREEK RETREAT, Brandenburg, KY
QUILTERS’ DAY OUT, Louisville, KY
QUILTING FRIENDS QUILT GUILD OF GLASGOW, Glasgow, KY
GREG RAINBOLT, Louisville, KY
SEW-A-LOT, Lexington, KY
SEW MUCH MORE SEWING CENTER, Clarkson, KY
THE SEWING KIT, Louisville, KY
PAM SHARTZER, Lanesville, IN
SMOCKING SHOP, Louisville, KY
SMOKY MOUNTAIN SPINNERY, Gatlinburg, TN
STITCHEN TIME, Louisville, KY
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE THEATER ARTS DEPARTMENT
THE WEAVERS CORNER, Boston, KY
SUSAN WOLFE, Louisville, KY
THE WOOLERY, Frankfort, KY

6.

The perimeter of a quilt is the measurement around all four sides.

SPECIAL QUILT AWARDS
First Quilt Category (Class 21) will receive the
Mrs. Wyndall Smith Award, a rosette and silver tray.
The following awards will receive $45 and a rosette:
Best Execution of the Hand Quilting Stitch
Best Machine Quilting - Wall Hanging

Textiles

Best Machine Quilting - Bed Quilt - Gift from Otter Creek Retreat
Best of Show
Will receive $100, a rosette from Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, gift
from O’Bryan’s Dairy, and a gift from Baubles by Beverly Kay.
The Louisville Artisans Guild will provide a membership to all 1st place
Quilt Class winners.
2020 Featured Class:
“I Spy”- hand or machine pieced, hand or machine
quilted. 1 or 2 people. The size will be 45x60 minimum
and 300” maximum.
Division 4301

Classes 1 - 10 Bed Quilts

Quilts in the following classes are a minimum of 300” in perimeter and are
large enough for use on a bed. The quilts in these classes are made by one
person. Machine quilting can be on a home machine or longarm. Hanging
sleeve Required.
*= Class donor.
1.

Hand pieced and/or appliquéd and/or embroidered, HAND QUILTED.
*Dixie Hibbs
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

2.

Machine pieced, HAND QUILTED.
*Joyce Norris
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

3.

Machine pieced and/or appliquéd, machine quilted.
*Ihaveanotion.com
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

4.

Mixed Technique—both pieced and appliquéd, hand or machine, hand
or machine quilted. Quilt can be tied or tacked.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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5. Original Design - hand or machine pieced, hand or machine quilted.
*Quilting Friends Quilt Guild of Glasgow
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
Original Design - hand or machine appliquéd, hand or machine quilted.
*Heart ‘n Hand Quilters
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

7.

Senior Citizen—Quilts must have been made by one person 55 years
or older, hand pieced and/or appliquéd, and/or embroidered, HAND
QUILTED.
*Dixie Hibbs
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

8.

Senior Citizen - Quilts must have been made by one person 55 years
or older, hand or machine pieced and/or appliquéd, machine quilted.
* The Cozy Quilter
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

9.

Unique Technique Bed Quilt – Hand or machine work on top, hand
or machine quilted. Quilt does not fit into any other class and may
include but not limited to crazy quilts, yo-yo quilts, cathedral window,
whole cloth, hand embroidery, or preprinted fabric or kit.
*Future Federal Retirees Quilt Guild
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

10. 2019 Featured Class: “Two Color Quilts” - hand or machine pieced,
hand or machine quilted. One (1) or Two Person. Minimum perimeter
of 300”.
*Sew-A-Lot
Premiums Offered: 1st- $25, 2nd- $15 3rd- $10, 4th- Rib

Lap or Wall Quilts - Class 11 - 17
Quilts must be less than 300” in perimeter. Note minimum size in
each class. All quilts in these classes are made by one person. Hanging
sleeve required.

Open Technique Quilt - Class 11
11. Open Technique Quilt - Must be three layers, and hand, machine or
hand and machine quilted. No tied quilts will be accepted. Minimum
of 24” on any one side, maximum of 108” on any side. NO quilts
made from kits will be accepted. The quilt must be an original design,
although traditional elements may be incorporated into the design.
The quilt may be embellished with beading, embroidery, painting or
any other technique that adds to the design. May NOT be framed with
wood or metal, etc.
*In order to promote the contemporary art quilter, the Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society is sponsoring this class to encourage freedom
in design and technique, as well as the materials used in the quilt.
This class encourages innovative design by providing a place for
non-traditional quilts.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 50 - 2nd: 25 - 3rd: 15 - 4th: Rib
12. Small Quilt, minimum perimeter 140”, hand pieced and/or appliquéd,
and/or embroidered, HAND QUILTED.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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6.

13. Wall Quilt, minimum perimeter 100”, machine pieced, hand or
machine quilted.
* Log Cabin Quilters
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
14. Wall Quilt, minimum perimeter 72”, mixed technique (machine pieced
and/or appliquéd) machine quilted.
* KY Cover Lovers Quilting Guild
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
15. Wall Quilt, minimum perimeter 72”, hand pieced and/or appliquéd,
HAND QUILTED.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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16. Landscape or pictorial wall quilt, minimum perimeter of 72”, hand or
machine pieced and/or appliquéd, hand or machine quilted.
*Cabin Arts of Burlington, KY
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
17. Hand or machine pieced, stationary machine quilted (where the quilt
is moved), minimum perimeter of 100”.
* Louisville Nimble Thimbles Quilt Guild
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

Special Classes - Class 18 - 24
Quilts in the following classes have specific requirements. Read
each class carefully for size, techniques used and/or special
considerations. All quilts in these classes are made by one person.
Hanging sleeve required.
18. Unique Technique Wall - Hand or machine work on top, hand or
machine quilted, minimum perimeter of 72”. Quilt does not fit into
any class and may include but are not limited to crazy quilts, yoyo
quilts, cathedral window, whole cloth, hand embroidery, pre-printed
fabric, kits or cross stitch.
* Ihaveanotion.com
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
19. T-Shirt Quilt- hand or machine pieced, may be quilted, tied or tacked.
Minimum perimeter of 72”.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
20. New Quilt from Old - A quilt that has been made by the entrant from
old blocks, old quilt pieces, an old quilt top or other unfinished old
parts of an old quilt that has been extensively repaired or refurbished
by the entrant. The quilt may be pieced, appliqued, embroidered,
etc., or employ a combination of techniques. Must be quilted by the
entrant, by hand or machine. In the case of a repaired quilt, the entrant
must complete or repair some of the quilting. Minimum perimeter of
140” and maximum perimeter of 400”. An index card with the story
of the origin of the quilt and the work done by the entrant must be
attached to the quilt.
*Dixie Hibbs
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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21. First Quilt - Minimum perimeter 300”, hand or machine pieced and/
or appliquéd, HAND QUILTED and bound. For the new quilter, first
completed quilt made. Winner receives Mrs. Wyndall Smith Award.
* Oldham County Saturday Quiltmakers
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
22. First Quilt - minimum perimeter 300’’, hand or machine pieced
and/or appliqued, MACHINE QUILTED and bound. No machine
embroidery. For the new quilter, first completed quilt made.
* The Needle Arts Center
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
23. Baby Quilt (Juvenile or Baby Theme) - Minimum perimeter of 140”,
maximum 300”, hand or machine pieced and/or appliquéd, and/or
hand embroidered, hand or machine quilted.
*Sew Much More Sewing Center
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
24. Holiday Quilt - Minimum perimeter 72”, hand or machine pieced and/
or appliquéd and/or hand embroidered, hand or machine quilted.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

Quilts in the following classes are made by more than one person.
Quilts in the following classes have specific requirements. Please
read each class carefully for size, techniques used and/or special
considerations. Hanging sleeves are required.
25. Holiday Quilt - Made by two or more people. Minimum perimeter
100”, hand or machine pieced and/or appliquéd, hand or machine
quilted.
* Friends-N-Stitches
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
26. Unique Technique Wall - Made by two or more people. Hand or
machine work on top, hand or machine quilted, minimum of 72”. Quilt
does not fit into any class and may include but are limited to crazy
quilts, yoyo quilts, cathedral window, whole cloth, hand embroidery,
pre-printed fabric, kits or cross stitch.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
27. Two Person T-Shirt Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 300”, hand or
machine pieced by first person, hand or machine quilted by second
person. Can not be tied or tacked. Make entry in name of first person.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
28. Two Person Quilt - minimum perimeter of 300”, hand or machine
pieced by first person, hand or machine quilted by second person.
Make entry in name of first person.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
29. Two Person Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 300”, hand or machine
appliquéd by first person, hand or machine quilted by second person.
Make entry in name of first person.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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Two person & Group Quilts - Class 25 - 37

30. Two Person Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 300”, mixed technique,
both pieced and appliquéd, hand or machine by first person, hand
or machine quilted by second person. Make entry in name of first
person.
* Among Friends Quilt & Sewing Center
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
31. Two Person Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 72”, hand or machine work
on top by first person, hand or machine quilted by second person.
Make entry in name of first person.
*Sew-A-Lot
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

Textiles

32. Two Person Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 144”, machine pieced by
first person, long-arm quilted by second person. Machine quilting can
be computer aided. Make entry in name of first person.
* Log Cabin Quilters
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
33. Quilt made by group (3 or more people), minimum perimeter of 300”,
hand or machine pieced and/or appliquéd, hand or machine quilted.
* Mt. Washington Quilting Bees
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
34. Quilt made by group (3 or more people), minimum perimeter of 72”,
hand or machine pieced and/or appliquéd, hand or machine quilted.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
35. Super Senior Topped Quilt - Quilt top must have been made by person,
persons, or group who are all age 65 or older at the completion of the
quilt top. Top must be hand and/or machine pieced and/or appliqued.
Must be hand or machine quilted, which may be done by another
person who is younger than 65. Awards will be given on merit of the
workmanship of the quilt top and binding, not the quilting. Minimum
perimeter 140”, maximum perimeter of 400”.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
36. Two Person Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 300”, hand or machine
pieced by first person, hand or machine quilted by the second person.
The machine quilting cannot be computer aided or with the use of an
embroidery machine. The machine quilting must be Hand Driven by
the quilter.
*Busy Lady Quilt Shop
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
37. Generations Quilt - Minimum perimeter of 300”, hand or machine
pieced and/or applique, hand or machine quilted. If machine quilted,
the quilting cannot be computer aided or with the use of an embroidery
machine. The machine quilting must be Hand Driven by the quilter.
The goal of this class is to tell the story of quilting thru the generations.
The quilt must include a short story or essay about the quilt and a list
of names of the generations involved. (Exhibitor must have been
active in making of quilt.)
*Busy Lady Quilt Shop
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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quilting extras - classes 38 - 50

These classes have special size or rules - Please read carefully.
38. Small Quilt - Maximum perimeter of 96”, hand pieced and/or
appliqued or embroidered, HAND QUILTED. No sleeve necessary.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

39. Small Quilt - Maximum perimeter of 96”, machine pieced and/or

appliqued or embroidered. Machine quilted. No sleeve necessary.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

40. Fabric Postcard - size not to exceed 6” x 9”. No sleeve necessary,
open technique. Paper postcard not required.
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
41. Quilt Top Class - Minimum perimeter of 140”, maximum of 300”.
The quilt top may be hand and/or machine pieced, no serger. This
class is for a quilt top only - back will be displayed. This class is
to show the skill of the quilter in constructing a quilt top. No paper
piecing. No sleeve necessary.
*Susan Wolfe
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

43. Pieced Quilt Block - Hand or machine pieced. Size to be 12 1/2” x 12
1/2”. No sleeve necessary.
*KY Quilt Company
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
44. Appliqued Quilt Block - Hand or machine appliqued. Size to be 12
1/2” x 12 1/2”. No sleeve necessary.
*KY Quilt Company
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
45. Skinny Quilt - Bed or Table Runner - Hand or machine pieced and/
or appliqued, hand or machine quilted. Maximum size of 24” x 80”.
Hanging sleeve must be on the short side.
*Dixie Hibbs
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
46. Barn Quilt - Hand or machine pieced and/or appliqued. Size must be
24” x 24”. Quilt must depict a single quilt block. Must be identified on
a 3x5 index card and attached to quilt. Must be finished (bound) and
have a hanging sleeve.
*Greg Rainbolt
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
47. “Quilt of Honor” - Hand or machine pieced, hand or machine
appliqued and/or embroidered. Hand or machine quilted by 1 or more
people. 60” x 80” maximum size. Should reflect a patriotic theme.
*Greg Rainbolt
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
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42. Quilt Top Class - Paper Piecing - Mimimum perimter of 140”,
maximum of 300”. The quilt top may be hand and/or machine
pieced, no serger. This class is for a quilt top only - back will be
displayed. Please leave a portion of the paper in place for show. The
class is to show the skill of the quilter in constructing a quilt top. No
sleeve necessary.
Premiums Offered: 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib

48. Machine Embroidery Quilt - 140” minimum perimeter, constructed
primarily on embroidery machine.
*Pam Shartzer
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
49. Remembrance or Story Quilt - minimum perimeter of 72”, hand or
machine pieced, appliqued and/or embroidered, hand or machine
quilted, tied or tacked by 1 or more people. The story of the quilt must
be attached, and the award will be given on how the quilt tells the
story.
*Susan Hoferkamp
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
50. Wool Applique Quilt - minimum perimeter of 96”, maximum
perimeter of 300”. Wool applique done by hand or machine on a base
layer of wool or cotton, including flannel. Machine or hand quilted.
*Calico Patch
Premiums Offered - 1st: 25 - 2nd: 15 - 3rd: 10 - 4th: Rib
DIVISION 4302

KNITTING
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Please place tag in lower right-hand corner
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Knitted afghan - with a maximum perimeter of 270”..... $10
Cabled Garment - any size.............................................. $10
Fairisle or stranded colorwork garment - any size.......... $10
Sweater - Cardigan or open front - variety of stitches.... $10
Sweater - Pullover - variety of stitches............................ $10		
Vest or Sleeveless Sweater - variety of stitches.............. $10
Fairisle or Stranded Colorwork Item - include, but not
limited to hat, scarf, or mittens........................................ $10
Garment for child - Size 0-3............................................ $10
Garment for child - Size 4-12.......................................... $10
Baby booties or socks...................................................... $10
Baby afghan with a maximum perimeter of 210”........... $10
Accessory Item (set or not)............................................. $10
Felted item....................................................................... $10
Wrap or poncho (no lace) ............................................... $10
Socks (2).......................................................................... $10
Cable Design, any item................................................... $10
Original Design Item....................................................... $10
Lace Design Item - no beads........................................... $10
Lace Design Item - with beads........................................ $10
Knitted toy....................................................................... $10
Knitted household item................................................... $10
Any article in knitting not mentioned (no knitted
bedspreads, doll clothes, afghans or framed items)
(Please make sure that your item does not have a
class above.).................................................................... $10

$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$7

$4 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE and FOUR (4)
Skeins of custom -made yarn
from Littledove Farm.

CROCHET

Please place tag in lower right-hand corner
75
76
77
78
79

Crocheted table runner or Centerpiece, any material,
no liners, up to 72” in length or over 14” round.............
Crocheted Afghan - comprised of square of equal size,
with a maximum perimeter of 270” ...............................
Crocheted Afghan - Non-Pieced - either straight
stitched, or made completely in the round, with a
maximum perimeter of 270” ..........................................
Crocheted Afghan Other - May be made of modules
that are not square, or combine a variety of shapes,
with a maximum perimeter of 270” ...............................
Crocheted sweater for adult ...........................................
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$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10
$10

$7
$7

$4 RIB
$4 RIB

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

Crocheted Baby Sweater - size 0-3...... ........................... $10
Crocheted Child Sweater - size 4-12............................... $10
Crocheted stole, shrug, wrap, shawl or poncho.............. $10
Crocheted Baby Booties or Baby Socks......................... $10
Crocheted Baby Afghan - made of one color
(variegated yarn is considered single color) with a
maximum perimeter of 210”........................................... $10
Crocheted Baby Afghan - made of two or more colors,
with a maximum perimeter of 210” ............................... $10
Crocheted Baby Dress..................................................... $10
Crocheted Doily, Less than 14” in diameter................... $10
Crocheted Socks - pair.................................................... $10
Crocheted Holiday Item.................................................. $10
Crocheted Wearable Item - can be, but not limited to
scarf, hat, gloves or mittens............................................. $10
Crocheted Rug - size not to exceed 3 x 5 ft..................... $10		
Crocheted Toy.................................................................... $10
Any article in crochet not mentioned (no doll clothes,
afghans, mounted or framed items) Please make sure
that your item does not have a class listed above........... $10

$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$7

$4 RIB

$7
$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4
$4

$7
$7
$7

$4 RIB
$4 RIB
$4 RIB

$7

$4 RIB

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 			ROSETTE and FOUR (4)
Skeins of custom -made yarn
from Littledove Farm.

DIVISION 4303

Worked on Needlepoint Canvas
Any thread count. No plastic canvas. Items worked on plastic canvas are now in the
Needlework Techniques Division 4308. Items will be judged according to the category in
which they are entered.
All framed pictures must be equipped with wire for hanging.
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

FRAMED PICTURE - Size not to exceed 110” in
perimeter. Must be equipped with wire for hanging.......
PILLOW.........................................................................
WEARABLE NEEDLEPOINT - this can include
but not limited to Belts, Shoes, Jewelry etc....................
STANDUP/3D DECORATIVE ITEM............................
ORNAMENT (1).............................................................
PURSE/TOTE..................................................................
STOCKING.....................................................................
CHARTED NEEDLEPOINT - counted work on canvas
Most attractive article in needlepoint not mentioned.
(Please make sure that your item does not have a class
lsited above).....................................................................

$10
$10

$7
$7

$4 RIB
$4 RIB

$10
$10
$10
$10
$10
$10

$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4

$10

$7

$4 RIB

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE & $30 Giftcard
			from Heimerdinger Cutlery Co.

DIVISION 4304
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

Pillowcase, (1) embroidered, any color ..........................
Pillowcase, (1) cross-stitch, any color ............................
Pillowcase, (1) crocheted trim, any color ......................
Pillowcase, (1) any trim not mentioned, any color ........
Table cloth, any color, any trim or embellishment,
no larger than 72” x 90”..................................................
Table runner, quilted, up to 90” long..............................
Table runner, any fabric, trim or embellishment, up to
90” long...........................................................................
Place mats, one matching pair of any kind.....................
Tea or Dish Towel, pair ..................................................
Pincushion, any type or material ....................................

275

$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4

$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$7
$7

$4
$4

$3 RIB
$3 RIB

$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4

$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

Textiles

NEEDLEPOINT

117

Functional potholder/Hot Dish Mat, pair .......................

118

Pillow, stuffed (other than needlepoint, petitpoint or
crewel) ............................................................................
Napkins - most attractive and well done set of 4............
Fabric sewing or knitting basket/bag (item should be
made primarily of textiles)..............................................
Any other household textile item not mentioned (Please
make sure that your item does not have a class listed
above.).............................................................................

119
120
121

$7

$4

$3 RIB

$7
$7

$4
$4

$3 RIB
$3 RIB

$7

$4

$3 RIB

$7

$4

$3 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD:
.ROSETTE & 		
			Sewing Machine from
			Austin’s Sewing Center

DIVISION 4305

RUGS

Must be clean - Lined or unlined.
Size not to exceed 200” in perimeter. The rug must have a sleeve large enough to
accomodate a 4” rod. Can not be framed. Please attach tag in lower right corner.

Textiles

125
126
127
128
129
130

Traditional hooked rug using wool primative cut strips.
Traditional hooked rug using wool strips fine cut .........
Latch hook rug ...............................................................
Punch needle rug using wool yarn..................................
Any hooked or punched item not a rug - examples
could include, but are not limited to a table runner,
pillow, holiday item.........................................................
Any hooked or punched piece designed to be a wall
hanging. May be constructed of any technique and
must be embellished........................................................

$13
$13
$13
$13

$9
$9
$9
$9

$6
$6
$6
$6

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$13

$9

$6 RIB

$13

$9

$6 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE and Merchandise
gift basket ($100 value) from
		
Breezy Ridge Rugs

DIVISION 4306
FASHION SEWING/ WEARABLE TEXTILE ART/
SERGER SEWING
Pin tag to left shoulder of garment, or at waist of item. Please do not bring apparel on
hangers. Mannequins are not allowed. Items in this division must be made of textiles.
Children’s Apparel, size 3-12, handmade not knitted or crocheted
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

Child’s pajama or bathrobe (boy or girl) (1 or 2 pieces).
Child’s casual outfit (boy or girl) (1,2 or more pieces)..
Girl’s dress, any fabric, size 3-7, not formal or wedding
Girl’s dress, any fabric, size 8-12, not formal or wedding
Girl’s special occasion dress...........................................
Boy’s special occasion outfit...........................................
Child’s coat or jacket (boy or girl)..................................

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

140

Child’s apparel accessory (boy or girl). Examples include
but are not limited to vest, necktie or bow tie, purse,
backpack: DOES NOT include hats................................ $8

$5

$3 RIB

Adult’s Apparel, handmade, not knitted or crocheted
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

Adult jacket or coat, any fabric (man or woman)...........
Adult 2-pc ensemble (man or woman) ...........................
Woman’s dress, any fabric, not formal or wedding........
Woman’s skirt, any fabric, not formal or wedding ........
Adult shirt (man or woman)............................................
Adult vest (man or woman) not formal or wedding.......
Woman’s formal or cocktail dress, any fabric, no
wedding...........................................................................

276

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

148
149
150
151

Adult apparel accessory (man or woman), examples
include, but are not limited to neck or bow tie, hair bow,
purse or tote, scarf. DOES NOT include hats.................
Original Design Garment - no commercial pattern,
MUST be original design and MUST include sketch to
be exhibited with the garment.........................................
Apron, any fabric, half style ...........................................
Apron, any fabric, full style............................................

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5

$3 RIB
$3 RIB
$3 RIB

SERGER SEWING- ASSEMBLED ON A SERGER.
Garment/item’s core construction done on a serger (3, 4, or more threads), any fabric, seams must
be visable. Sewing machine work is acceptable for embellishments such as topstiching
and button holes.
152 Serged baby garment.......................................................
$8
$5
$3 RIB
153 Children’s garment assembled entirely on a serger........
$8
$5
$3 RIB
154 Adult garment- Assembled entirely on a serger..............
$8
$5
$3 RIB
155 Household item assembled entirely on a serger ............
$8
$5
$3 RIB
156 Serged decorated item.....................................................
$8
$5
$3 RIB
BEST OF SHOW IN FASHION SEWING/SERGER SEWING: 		ROSETTE & $40 Giftcard
			from Heimerdinger Cutlery Co.
WEARABLE TEXTILE ART
These classes allow the use of purchased garments as a foundation. They must be embellished
with fabric, yarn, ribbon, threads, etc.
Decorated Sweatshirt, cross stitch, appliqué, painted, etc...
Decorated garment machine embroidery........................
Decorated jacket made from sweatshirt..........................
Decorated denim garment...............................................
Decorated tote or purse...................................................

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

BEST OF SHOW IN WEARABLE TEXTILE ART:		ROSETTE & gift certificate
			for a tune-up on a sewing machine
			
from Nelson Maynard Sewing
			
Machine Service & Repair.

DIVISION 4307
COUNTED CROSS STITCH
All framed entries must be equipped with wire for hanging. NOTE: In classes 163-171,
perimeter measurement refers to the measurement around an object. Perimeter is obtained by
measuring the length of each side of an object and then adding all the lengths together. On three
dimensional items, then measurement must also include the depth as well as height and width.
163

164

165

166

167

Any finished, non-framed counted cross stitch piece
on 11 – 14 count aida fabric. Overall perimeter size
must not exceed 110”. Examples: purse, tote, belt,
pillow, bell pull, etc. - no pictures…………………….
Any finished, non-framed counted cross stitch piece
on 16 to 22 count aida fabric. Overall perimeter size
must not exceed 110”. Examples: purse, tote, belt,
pillow, bell pull, etc. – no pictures……………………..
Any Finished, non-framed cross stitch piece on any
specialty fabric (example – jobelan, linen, lugana:
Congress cloth is permitted, but no other canvas
fabric) of any thread count. Overall perimeter size
must not exceed 110”. Examples: purse, tote, belt,
pillow, bell pull, etc. – no pictures…………………......
Any finished, framed counted cross-stitch piece on
11 to 14 count aida fabric. Perimeter measurement
not to exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
Must be equipped with wire for hanging……………....
Any finished, framed counted cross-stitch piece on
16 to 22 count aida fabric. Perimeter measurement
not to exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
Must be equipped with wire for hanging. ……………..
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$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

Textiles

157
158
159
160
161

168

169

170
171

Any finished, framed counted cross-stitch piece on
any specialty fabric (example, jobelan, linen, lugana:
congress cloth is permitted, but no other canvas fabric)
of any thread count. Perimeter measurement not to
exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
Must be equipped with wire for hanging. …………...... $10
Any finished, framed counted cross-stitch sampler.
Perimeter measurement not to exceed 110” outside
dimension, including frame. Must be equipped
with wire for hanging…………………………….......... $10
Any finished, framed, full coverage cross stitch piece.
Perimeter measurement not to exceed 140” outside
dimension. Must be equipped with wire for hanging……$10
Any finished item stitched on perforated paper. Overall
preimeter size must not exceed 110”……………........... $10

$7

$4 RIB

$7

$4 RIB

$7

$4 RIB

$7

$4 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE & $50 gift certificate
			from the Finishing Touch
JUDGE’S CHOICE AWARD: 		Gift “In Memory of Mickey
		Mirus”, Given by
			Brusisenhoff Winery/Michael
		Eisenback

Textiles

DIVISION 4308
EMBROIDERY & NEEDLEWORK TECHNIQUES
172
173

174

175

176

177

178

179

Completed afghan throw with predominantly
embroidered decorative design (overall throw size not
to exceed 50” x 60”)……………………………............
Any finished piece of hand embroidered crazy quilting,
framed or unframed. Perimeter measurement not to
exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
If framed, entry must be equipped with wire for
hanging............................................................................
Any finished, framed sampler composed of
a variety of embroidered decorative stitches and or
techniques. Perimeter measurement not
to exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
Must be equipped with wire for hanging……………....
Any finished, non-framed piece of crewel embroidery,
on fabric of any thread count. Overall perimeter size must
not exceed 110”. Examples: purse, tote, belt, bell pull,
etc – no pictures…...........................................................
Any finished, framed piece of crewel embroidery, on
fabric of any thread count. Perimeter measurement
.not to exceed 110” outside dimension, including frame.
Must be equipped with wire for hanging…………........
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
predominantly in pulled thread/drawn thread or
cutwork, other than Hardanger. Must not exceed a
total height/width/depth perimeter measurement of
110” outside dimension, including frame (if present).
If framed, entry must be equipped with wire for
hanging…………............................................................
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done predominantly
in blackwork. Must not exceed a total height/width/depth
perimeter measurement of 110” outside dimension, including
frame (if present). If framed, entry must be equipped with wire
for hanging………….........................................................
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
predominantly in Hardanger embroidery. Must not
exceed a total height/width/depth perimeter
measurement of 110” outside dimension, including
frame (if present). If framed, entry must be equipped
with wire for hanging…………......................................

278

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$10

$7

$4 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

180

181

182

183

185

186
187
188
189
190

		.
BEST OF SHOW in Smocking................................................

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5
$5

$3 RIB
$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

$5

$3 RIB

ROSETTE

BEST OF SHOW in Needlework............................................		ROSETTE & a gift certificate
			from Stichen Time

DIVISION 4309

CHRISTMAS/HOLIDAY ARTICLES
192
193
194
195
196

Christmas or Holiday tree skirt .....................................
Christmas or Holiday table cloth, any trim,
embellishment, no larger than 72” x 90”.......................
Christmas or Holiday table runner, up to 90” long.........
Christmas or Holiday stocking with counted cross stitch
or embroidery as the primary element............................
Christmas or Holiday stocking with needlepoint as
primary element...............................................................

279

$7

$4

$3 RIB

$7
$7

$4
$4

$3 RIB
$3 RIB

$7

$4

$3 RIB

$7

$4

$3 RIB

Textiles

184

Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
predominantly in silk ribbon embroidery. Must not
exceed a total height/width/depth perimeter
measurement of 110” outside dimension, including
frame (if present). If framed, entry must be
equipped with wire for hanging…………...................... $8
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
exclusively in punch needle embroidery. Must not
exceed a total height/width/depth perimeter
measurement of 110” outside dimension, including
frame (if present). If framed, entry must be equipped
with wire for hanging…………...................................... $8
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
predominantly in stumpwork or dimensional embroidery,
on any fabric or any thread count. Must not exceed
a total height/width/depth perimeter measurement of
110” outside dimension, including frame (if present).
If framed , entry must be equipped with wire for
hanging…………............................................................ $8
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done in
any counted embroidery technique or a combination of
techniques on any fabric of any thread count. Must not
exceed a total height/width/depth perimeter
measurement of 110” outside dimension, including frame
(if present). If framed, entry must be equipped with wire
for hanging…………....................................................... $8
Any article in either needle or shuttle tatting. If framed,
entry must be equipped with wire for hanging………… $8
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done
predominantly or exclusively in surface embroidery
(example – anything that is uncounted). Must not
exceed a total height/width/depth perimeter
measurement of 110” outside dimension, including frame
(if present). If framed, entry must be equipped with wire
for hanging…………....................................................... $8
Any completed article in English Smocking with a
geometric smocking design…………............................. $8
Any completed article in English Smocking using
picture smocking…………............................................. $8
Tissue Box Cover on Plastic Canvas............................... $8
Any article in needlepoint on plastic canvas, no larger
than 18”x18”x18”............................................................ $8
Any finished item, framed or unframed, done in wool
applique. Examples include: runners, table mats, penny
rugs, or primitive hanging art. Base layer may be cotton
or wool, including flannel. If not framed, there must be
a backing. A variety of hand or machine embroidery
stitches may be used. Embellishments such as beads
may also be used. If framed, entry must be equipped
with wire for hanging. Total perimeter not to exceed
240”................................................................................. $8

197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

Christmas or Holiday stocking - any fabric or
construction (no cross stitch or needlepoint)...................
Christmas novelty, no framed items................................
Holiday novelty, other than Christmas, no framed item.
Christmas apron ..............................................................
Holiday apron.....................................................................

$7
$7
$7
$7
$7

$4
$4
$4
$4
$4

Group of Christmas or Holiday Ornaments - hand
embroidered or needlepoint - 2 - 4 ornaments................ $7
$4
Group of Christmas or Holiday Ornaments - Ornaments
must be made of textile, no metal or glass 2 - 4 ornaments................................................................ $7
$4
Christmas or Holiday Pillow........................................... $7
$4
Any Christmas or Holiday item not mentioned. Please
make sure that your item does not have a class listed
above................................................................................... $7		$4

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$3 RIB
$3 RIB
$3 RIB
$3 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE & ornament
			from “a friend of the Textiles
		Department”

Textiles

DIVISION 4310
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

INFANT ARTICLES

Christening outfit.............................................................
Handmade baby outfit, not knitted or crocheted.............
Baby Sleepwear ..............................................................
Baby cap or bonnet, not knitted or crocheted ................
Decorated baby one’sy (one’sy may be purchased) .......
Baby bib (1) ....................................................................
Handmade diaper bag .....................................................
Soft Baby Toy, examples include but are not limited
to blocks, books, or stuffed animals ...............................

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE & picture frame
			from “a friend of the textile
		department”

DIVISION 4311

HANDMADE DOLL CLOTHES

Clothes must be on doll. Maximum size of doll is 18”. Exhibitors are requested to furnish
doll stands for display purposes. Only doll stands will be accepted for display. No benches,
etc. If entry has more than one doll, please attach them securely.
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224

Bridal doll outfit (1) no knitted or crocheted. Doll
must be 11 1/2” or over................................................... $8
Fairy tale or character doll outfit (1) ............................. $8
Baby doll outfit (1).......................................................... $8
Group of dolls (2-4 dolls) ............................................... $8
Prairie or pioneer doll outfit (1)...................................... $8
Antique or Victorian costume on doll (1) (to be judged
on costume only)............................................................. $8
Costume for 11 1/2” fashion doll (1) No bridal dolls .... $8
Costume for 18” doll (1) no bridal doll...............................$8
Doll outfit for 18” doll ................................................... $8
Crocheted or knitted doll outfit, including bridal
doll (1)............................................................................. $8

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$5

$3 RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		ROSETTE & a gift basket
			from Breezy Ridge Rugs		

280

DIVISION 4312

HANDMADE DOLLS OR TOYS

Both doll and costume must be handmade. Maximum size of doll is 24”. Entry to consist
of doll only - no benches or chairs.
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

Teddy Bear (1).................................................................
Fairy Tale or Character doll, size not to exceed 24”
(examples: Santa, holiday doll, international doll, or
clown doll).......................................................................
Best Raggedy Ann or Raggedy Andy.............................
Stuffed animal ................................................................
Baby doll ........................................................................
Pair of dolls, any material. Both dolls and costumes
must be handmade...........................................................
Bride doll. Both doll and costume must be handmade..
Any toy such as puppet, ball, book (no doll, stuffed
animal or teddy bear).......................................................

$8

$5

$3 RIB

$8
$8
$8
$8

$5
$5
$5
$5

$3
$3
$3
$3

$8
$8

$5
$5

$3 RIB
$3 RIB

$8

$5

$3 RIB

Any doll or toy not mentioned. This could include, but
not limited to mixed media, art dolls, needle felted. Dolls
toys must be textile............................................................. $8

$5

$3 RIB

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		 ROSETTE & a gift from a
friend of the Textiles Department

SPECIAL ENTRIES

All participants will receive a ribbon. No entry fee required for this class.
236

237

Entries from a Group - variety of crafts, needlework or
textiles, not less than 5 or more than 10 articles. Must
be entered in group’s name with tag on each item.
Done by a group of people with special needs............
Entry for an Individual - a craft, needlework or textile.
Only one article per individual. All exhibitors must
submit an individual entry form. Done by an individual
with special needs............................................................

DIVISION 4314
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247

$17

$12

$7

$5

$17

$12		$7

$5

WEAVING

LOU TATE MEMORIAL AWARD. Given for the best
handwoven item using a traditional 4-harness coverlet
design........................................................................... $14
Handwoven stole, shawl or scarf ................................... $14
Handwoven garment (other than stole, shawl or scarf) . $14
Handwoven place mats (2).............................................. $14
Handwoven table runner- any technique......................... $14
Handwoven kitchen towel, (examples include, but are
not limited to, a dish cloth or tea towel)......................... $14
Handwoven purse or tote ............................................... $14
Handwoven rug, any material ........................................ $14
Handwoven Afghan (no bedspread)................................. $14		
Handwoven item done on a rigid heddle loom............... $14

$9
$9
$9
$9
$9

$6
$6
$6
$6
$6

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$9
$9
$9
$9
$9

$6
$6
$6
$6
$6

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 		 ROSETTE and merchandise
				gift basket ($100 value) from
				The Woolery

281

Textiles

DIVISION 4313

SPINNING

Unless otherwise stated, two to five ounces of yarn to be submitted in each
spinning class in two yard skeins. Yarn should be washed and put in neatly wound
skeins, tied in 3 places.
256
257
258
259

260
261

Textiles

262

Handspun yarn for Novice Spinners (spinning 1 year or less) –
Yarn should be an even 2 ply yarn of 100% wool (dyed or
natural color)................................................................... 		 $10
100% Wool Plied handspun Yarn – dyed or natural, medium
or fine weight, 2 oz skeins for medium weight, 1 oz skeins for
fine weight...................................................................... 		 $10
Handspun even 2 ply yarn made from a blend of at least 50%
wool and other fibers.  Include a sample of the fibers used and
a label indicating the fibers and the percentage used......		 $10
Handspun even yarn of 2 or more plies, composed of at
least 50% manufactured fiber (example - tencel, viscose,
rayon, bamboo and other fibers.) Can be a blended or
plied mix.  Include samples of all fibers used................. 		 $10
Handspun Novelty or Art Yarn made of any fiber, any number
of ply and any weight...................................................... 		 $10
Handspun even yarn of 2 or more plies made from a
non-maunfactured, non-wool natural fiber - example could be,
but not limited to cotton, linen, hemp or silk. Can be a blended
or plied mix.  Include samples of all fibers used. ............ 		 $10
100% Natural Colored Wool Handspun Yarn, 2 or more
piles. Please supply a sample of the fiber......................... 		 $10

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

$5 RIB

RIB

263

Any item (knitted or crocheted) created using entirely
Natural Colored and/or dyed handspun yarn. Please
include a sample of the yarn and fiber.............................. 		 $10
$5 RIB RIB
264 Any unspun fiber ( min. 4 oz.) dyed by entrant..................
Drop Spindle from
							Friendship Spinners
BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 			ROSETTE and merchandise
				gift basket ($100 value) from
				The Woolery
AWARD:
To the winner of Class 256 - Novice Spinners
ROSETTE and a
			
shetland lamb fleece
			
from Littledove Farm
BEST OF SHOW AWARD from Fiber Arts Division
(knitting, crochet, weaving and spinning)			ROSETTE and $250 gift
				certificate from The Woolery

DIVISION 4315

RE-PURPOSED TEXTILES

All items in these classes must be made of Textiles.
The goal of re-purposed is to make something new/useful out of something that can no longer
be used for it’s original purpose. The judges will consider the amount of time and complexity
involved in the project, as well as the creativity and uniqueness of the project. Please include
with the entry a description of what is being up-cycled.
1st, 2nd & 3rd place awards in these classes will be provided by Cindy Bryant.
Items cannot be accepted on mannequins
271
272
273
274

Small quilt made of re-purposed textiles, quilt size to
be less than 300”. Must have a rod pocket on the back.. 		$8
Practical/Useful Re-purposed item made for the house
(may include, but not limited to rugs, baskets, table
covers, or item of old quilt, top or blocks)..................... 		$8
Decorative Re-purposed item made for the house.... ......		$8
Re-purposed wearing apparel accessories must be
made of textiles (may include but not limited to
purses, bags, jewelry, or scarves.).................................. 		$8

$5

$3

$5
$5

$3
$3

$5

$3

BEST OF SHOW AWARD: 			ROSETTE and gift from
				Weaver’s Corner
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DIVISION 4316

JUNIOR DIVISION

These classes are open to anyone who has not reached his or her 18th birthday as of August 1 of
the current year. See individual classes for specific age breaks. Textile Department rules apply
to this section. Entries must be the work of the exhibitor. ANY FRAMED ARTICLE MUST
NOT EXCEED 27” IN WIDTH X 27” IN LENGTH, including frame, and must be wired for
hanging.
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292

295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310

311
312

313

283

$2
$2
$2
$2

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$2 RIB
$2 RIB
$2 RIB
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$2 RIB
$2 RIB
$2 RIB
$2 RIB
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2

RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB
RIB

$2

RIB

$2 RIB

$2 RIB
$2 RIB

$10 RIB

$2 RIB

Textiles

293
294

Apron, any fabric (open to ages 11 and under)............... $5
$3
Apron, any fabric (open to ages 12 to 17)...................... $5
$3
Top or Pant...................................................................... $5
$3
Dress (no formal)............................................................. $5
$3
Casual Garment (included, but not limited to shorts or
crop top) ......................................................................... $5
$3
Skirt ................................................................................ $5
$3
Sleepwear......................................................................... $5
$3
Tote bag (open to ages 11 and under)............................. $5
$3
Tote bag (open to ages 12 to 17)..................................... $5
$3
Backpack or purse........................................................... $5
$3
Original design garment no commercial patterns, must
be an original design, must include sketch to be exhibited
with garment.................................................................... $5
$3
Any finished item done in counted cross stitch. If framed,
perimeter, including frame cannot exceed 110” and
must be equipped with wire for hanging......................... $5
$3
Any article in needlepoint............................................... $5
$3
Any article in stitchery not mentioned. If framed,
perimeter, including frame cannot exceed 110” and
must be equipped with wire for hanging ........................ $5
$3
Pillow, simple - (open to ages 11 and under).................. $5
$3
Pillow, simple - (open to ages 12 to 17)......................... $5
$3
Pillow, advanced.............................................................. $5
$3
Christmas or Holiday decoration..................................... $5
$3
Group of fabric ornaments - no less than 4 or more
than 6............................................................................... $5
$3
Group of Embroidery, Cross Stitch or Needlepoint
ornaments - no less than 4 or more than 6...................... $5
$3
Doll outfit displayed on doll (no larger than 18”).......... $5
$3
Stuffed animal or toy (no larger than 18”)
(open to ages 11 and under) ........................................... $5
$3
Stuffed animal or toy (no larger than 18”)
(open to ages 12 to 17).................................................... $5
$3
Any article in knitting..................................................... $5
$3
Any article in crochet...................................................... $5
$3
Any article made on a “Weave It” potholder loom........ $5
$3
Any handwoven item....................................................... $5
$3
Handspun yarn, any fiber. Yarn should be
washed and put up in neatly wound skeins, ties in
3 places........................................................................... $5
$3
Rug - any technique (can include, but not limited to
latch hook, Traditional, or punch rug) Perimeter not
to exceed 200”................................................................. $5
$3
Any small quilted item - hand or machine pieced,
and/or appliqued, hand or machine quilted (examples
include, but are not limited to, potholders, table
runners or placemats)...................................................... $5
$3
Quilt Block Class, hand and/or machine pieced,
and/or appliqued. Size to be 12 1/2” x 12 1/2”. No
sleeve necessary............................................................... $7
$3
T-shirt Quilt, hand and/or machine pieced, hand
and/or machine quilted or tied. Minimum perimeter
of at least 140” but less than 300”. Must have a sleeve
large enough to accommodate a 4” rod. ........................... $25 $15
Hand Quilted Small Quilt - Hand and/or machine pieced,
appliqued or embroidered. Hand quilted. Minimum
perimeter of 140”. Must have a sleeve large enough to
accomodate a 4” rod. .....................................................
$7 $3

314

315

316

317

Quilt, machine and/or hand pieced, appliquéd,
machine quilted on home sewing machine.
Minimum perimeter of at least 140” but no more than
300”. Must have a sleeve large enough to accommodate
a 4” rod............................................................................
Tied or Tacked Quilt - machine and/or hand pieced,
appliqued or embroidered. Quilt must be tied or
tacked. Minimum perimeter of 72”, but no more than
300”. Must have a sleeve large enough to
accommodate a 4” rod.......................................................
Quilt, machine and/or hand pieced, appliqued or
embroidered. Machine quilted. Minimum perimeter of
at least 300”. Must have a sleeve large enough to
accommodate a 4” rod......................................................
Junior Two Person Quilt - This junior class is for a
two person quilt. The junior entrant must piece the quilt
(by hand and/or machine), but the quilt may be quilted
(by hand and/or machine) by another person. Minimum
perimeter of 140”. Must have a sleeve large enough to
accommodate a 4” rod ....................................................

BEST QUILT BLOCK - Winner of Class 311..........................

$7

$3

$2 RIB

$7

$3

$2 RIB

$7

$3

$2 RIB

$7

$3

$2 RIB

Gift from Pat Hammons

Textiles

BEST QUILTED ENTRY in Junior Division........................... 		
R OSETTE
BEST JUNIOR HANDSPUN YARN..................................... 		ROSETTE & Gift from
Smoky Mountain Spinnery
BEST JUNIOR HANDWOVEN ENTRY................................. 		ROSETTE & Gift from
Smoky Mountain Spinnery
BEST JUNIOR KNIT ENTRY.................................................. 		ROSETTE & Gift from
Smoky Mountain Spinnery
BEST JUNIOR CROCHET ENTRY......................................... 		ROSETTE & Gift from
Smoky Mountain Spinnery
BEST JUNIOR ENTRY - Age 11 and Under...........................

ROSETTE & $10 from
The Sewing Kit

BEST JUNIOR ENTRY - Age 12 to 17....................................

ROSETTE & $10 from
The Sewing Kit

BEST JUNIOR RUG RNTRY...................................................

ROSETTE & Gift from
Breezy Ridge Rugs

* ORIGINAL DESIGN GARMENT - The University of Louisville Theater Arts Department will
provide a gift to the first place winner in this class. (Class 291)
JUNIOR SWEEPSTAKES:
To the winner of most points in Junior Division
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ROSETTE & Silver Award
.and a sewing machine from
The Smocking Shop

